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Natasha Mellins-Cohen
Editorial Office Director
BMC Cancer

RE: MS: 2104607967357637 - Dysregulated miR-183 Inhibits Migration in Breast Cancer Cells

Dear Ms. Mellins-Cohen

We have amended the above manuscript for publication in your journal according to the major and minor formatting revisions that were requested upon acceptance of the manuscript for publication.

1. The title has been changed to sentence case and reads "Dysregulated miR-183 inhibits migration in breast cancer cells"
2. We have removed any vertical text from table two to our knowledge
3. Additional files are mentioned in the text in numerical order and a section entitled "Additional Files" has been added to the end of the manuscript
4. All highlighting and tracking has been removed from the manuscript
5. Abbreviations have been formatted in paragraph form
6. Visible vertical lines have been removed from the tables

We hope that these amendments are satisfactory.
If there are any further formatting changes required we would be happy to address these.

Yours Sincerely
Dr. Aoife Lowery & Dr. Nicola Miller
Department of Surgery